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FEELING THE ‘FLOSSIE EFFECT’ (A TRIBUTE)

Cat Chat has helped find homes for many 

thousands of cats over the last 15 years, but some 

cats and their special homing stories will always stay 

in my mind, and Flossie’s story is definitely one of 

those…

Flossie had spent years at the Kingsdown Cat 

Sanctuary near Deal, Kent, and despite everyone’s 

best efforts, she was constantly overlooked. When 

visitors came round, she would withdraw to her 

favourite bed, high up on a shelf. She gave the 

impression of being quite aloof, so time and again she 

was passed by in favour of more ‘approachable’ cats.

After discussions with sanctuary manager Clare, we 

decided to try to raise Flossie’s profile by posting a 

short YouTube video of her on their Cat Chat page. It 

was only a 30 second video, but to everyone’s delight, 

a smashing family saw it and offered her a 'Forever 

Home’. That was in Spring 2011. Flossie then went on 

to have four very happy years with her forever family, 

until passing away peacefully at home in 2015 after a 

short illness, aged around 15+ years old. 

Her family told us: “Flossie was the sweetest little 

girl you could imagine, very loving and affectionate, 

intelligent and independent. We miss her dearly. Our 

only regret is that she didn't adopt us sooner. We know 

that her story will bring inspiration to many others who 

may be considering adopting a long-stay cat”.

At Cat Chat we firmly believe there is a home out there 

for every cat, and Flossie’s story really underlines that. 

There is nothing ‘wrong’ with cats just because they 

have been in rescue for a long time. All they need is 

to be given a chance, and once in a loving home, will 

repay that love ten-fold. Adopting a long-stay cat is one 

of the most rewarding things you can do. Seeing them 

develop and relax into their new-found life is pure joy. 

There are many long-stay cats featured on the Cat 

Chat pages, all longing for someone to give them a 

chance. So, the next time you are thinking of adopting 

a cat, instead of considering their age / colour / gender 

etc – consider instead the cats who have been waiting 

the longest.

Maybe reading this article will have the “Flossie Effect” 

on you… if it does, I'm certain you won’t regret it!

Mandy Cotter, Cat Chat co-founder

Flossie in 'her' garden

http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=89
http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=89
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SPECIAL APPEAL FOR HOMES

Momo at Animal Concern 
North Lakes & Solway, Carlisle, 
Cumbria
Momo is seeking someone 
special who can help him 
cope with his Feline Infectious 
Peritonitis. Long-term fostering, or 
supported adoption is offered for 
anyone who can make the rest of 
his life comfortable and filled with 
love.
Call: 01697 476613 or
email: animalconcernnorth@
googlemail.com

Cat Keeley at Pet Rehome, 
Bolton, Lancs.
This young female has come 
on in leaps and bounds since 
being at her foster home, after a 
nervous start. She'd like a home 
without other cats, with someone 
to show her some patience 
while she settles in. Call: 01204 
304679 or Email: kathy@
petrehome.org

Noor & Roshan at Paws Inn, 
Weaverham, Cheshire
These 2 brothers are seeking 
a quiet home together, with no 
boisterous children, or other ani-
mals. Throughout their uncertain 
lives, they've always had each 
other, and so would like to stay 
together.
Email: pawsinn@aol.com

Olive at Feline Network, 
Paignton, Devon
This pretty, affectionate, 
enquisitive middle aged 
girl, would make a fabulous 
companion cat. Picked up as 
a stray in Plymouth, poor Olive 
has been waiting over a year for 
her forever home. 
Call: 01803 392550 or 07948 
624512 or Email: tabby.cat@
blueyonder.co.uk

Just a few of the cats that have been waiting in 
rescue shelters for over a year, for someone to take 

them home:

Cat Chat is committed to finding homes for 'harder 
to home' cats. Older cats, black cats, nervous cats, 
feral or farm cats and disabled cats are among those 
who sadly end up waiting months, or even years for a 
home. Please Adopt an Overlooked Cat! 

www.catchat.org/overlooked

Timmie Comes up Trumps
Born in the wild, timid in nature and unaccustomed 
to human interaction, six-month-old tabby Timmie 
was to present somewhat of a challenge for City Cat 
Shelter in Brighton, East Sussex, but certainly one it 
wasn’t going to give up on.

Once neutered and microchipped, Timmie was 
integrated with the other cats in the shelter, which 
was successful as he proved to be a quiet and 
unassuming cat. However, as the months went on, 
he remained very watchful of humans, never allowing 
himself to be approached or touched. Around the 
volunteers, whom he came to know and recognise, 
Timmie was happy to curl up and observe them, yet 
still did not allow any interaction. 
It was decided to try to find a home where he could 
adjust to life in a house (having never set a paw in 
one) and, hopefully, with a friendly cat that could 
teach him all he needed to know.   

After an appeal jointly on Cat Chat and Facebook, 
at the age of 13 months Timmie finally went to join 
his new family. "He started out confined to one room, 
beore being gradually introduced to the resident cat 
who he appears quite comfortable with,” said Lizzy 
Rinder of City Cat Shelter. “We have also heard that 
he is making noises – chirping and calling – when we 
never heard him make a sound!”

After four days (when these photos of Timmie were 
taken), it was clear he was already finding his feet – 
and voice! “Apparently he is fascinated by bare toes, 
which I found very amusing!” added Lizzy. “We love 
Cat Chat and find it very useful.”
See their current cats looking for a home here: 
City Cat Shelter, Brighton's Cat Chat page

http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=383
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Homed In Time for Christmas!!

Terence & Friends
We have had an excellent month of homing, and the best news is that our longest 
resident Terence finally got a home through CatChat! Having been returned three 
times already, and his latest stay in rescue lasting over 14 months, Terence was 
seen on our CatChat page. We are sad to see him go but hope this will be his 
'forever' home. Also homed this month, are Marigold, Bob, Sabrina and Bailey 
(together), Danny Boy, and Woody & Star.  We've homed 77 cats through Cat 
Chat this year - thank you so much for giving us the chance to showcase our 
homeless cats, it has really boosted our profile! - City Cat Shelter, Brighton

Clyde & Mac
After being seen on Cat Chat our Clyde and Mac have got a new home. A nice 
family came to see them and although they were a little bit shy, agreed they would 
like them to join their family. - Ann & Bill’s Cat Rescue, Hornchurch

Mr Bradley Walsh
The gorgeous Mr Bradley Walsh has now gone to his new home. He was in 
such a poor state when we took him in, it's wonderful to see him both restored to 
health, and now off to a new life, with some lovely people who found us through 
Cat Chat. We're delighted for him - and them! - Bromley & District Cat Rescue

Ella
Fab news! Our lovely Ella has found herself a wonderful new home… She was 
rehomed after being Spotted on Cat Chat's Overlooked Cats section, and is now 
much loved already. :-) - Ravens Rescue, Dudley

December was a great month of happy homings! We wanted to share a 
few of our favourites with you:

THE SUFFOLK THREE!

Ipswich and District Animal Welfare Centre found 
themselves caring for a trio of cats who had been left 

homeless.  Chloe, Theo and Lily had belonged to an 
elderly man, who sadly passed away. No one would 
have the cats, but thankfully a neighbour took them in. 
However, the resident dog and the three cats did not get 
along so the shelter were called to help. 

A spokesperon for 
Ipswich and District 
Animal Welfare 
Centre told us, "We 
were worried that we 
wouldn't rehome these 
cats, as the brother 
and sister, Theo and 

Lily were 11, and Chloe was 15. Then a family came 
along via Cat Chat, who wanted 2 older cats as they 
know they are difficult to re home. They liked the look of 
Theo and Lily and felt that they just could't leave Chloe 
so took all 3! Chloe had had 
some fur loss, probably due to 
stress, but the new owners say 
that her fur is growing back now.  
All 3 have settled in well. Chloe 
settled in her new home within 
24 hours. Theo is playing with 
his new toys, and Lily, who was 
always the more nervous has 
made great progress too. This 
rehoming has made our year!"

All of us at Cat Chat are very proud to have helped 
Chloe, Theo and Lily find their a new home, and wish 
them every happiness! Visit their Cat Chat page

http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=360
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The Miracle before Christmas!
In mid-December, we were notified of a genuine Christ-

mas miracle.  In all of Cat Chat’s 15 years we have 

never heard of such an incredible adoption story.  This 

was the truly amazing, heart-warming event of 13 

happy homings all happening at once. 

Throughout the autumn we had been giving some extra 

promotion to the cats urgently needing homes at Brom-

ley & District Cat Rescue, who are downsizing due to 

health reasons. The cats were being homed slowly but 

steadily, one or two at a time.  Then, a couple of weeks 

before Christmas the shelter rang to let us know that no 

less than thirteen of their cats had been adopted - all to 

the same home!

But what kind of person adopts thirteen cats all at 

once? In this case, it was an incredibly caring lady who 

had adopted from the shelter several years ago, after 

finding them through Cat Chat.  Many of the cats she 

has adopted are quite nervous due to their past histo-

ries, but this very special lady has the experience and 

patience they need, and the time and space to care for 

them.  As some of the most nervous cats have formed 

strong bonds with each other, it was just fantastic to 

hear that they would be staying together.

So, after much careful planning (including several help-

ing-hands from other local rescue groups, a patient and 

equally helpful driver, and a large van!), Sally, Mabel, 

Ben, Grace, Primrose & Peony, Millie, Blossom & Bella, 

Sara & Betty plus two semi feral cats, all moved on to 

pastures new, to start their new life together.   

At first their adopter was supplying the shelter with sev-

eral reports each day about how they were all settling 

in (toileting report, eating report, etc).   Now, several 

weeks on, we hear that all are doing well, and some of 

the most nervous cats are starting to relax and show 

signs of growing confidence in their new surroundings.  

So to the ‘lucky thirteen’, and to their amazing adopter, 

we wish you all a fantastic life together!

The remaining cats still needing homes at the shelter 

appear on their Cat Chat page, so if you are in the 

area, please take a look to see if you might be able to 

offer a home to one or two of the remaining cats, here: 

Bromley & District Cat Rescue's Cat Chat page.

Ben

Grace

Sally

Mabel

Sara

http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=2
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How about another happy homing to brighten your 
Winter's Day… This is the news of some kind humans 

who adopted 3 rescue cats; Dottie, Daisy and Bertie from 
Cat Action Trust 1977 Leeds.

A spokesperson from the rescue shelter told us:
"We've rehomed Dottie, Daisy and Bertie thanks to Cat 
Chat! The people actually wanted 2 cats, but came to look 
at 3 we'd taken from the same house. They decided they 
would have all three rather than split them. Thanks so 
much for your help."

We know from their kindhearted humans, that these cats 
will be much loved and well cared for. All of us at Cat Chat 
would like to wish all involved (human and furry) the very 
best!

Finding a feline companion has never been easier! 
Just visit our Cats Needing Homes section: 
www.catchat.org/shelter_centre and choose your area 
on the map to see who is waiting for a new home!

DOTTIE, DAISY AND BERTIE!!

Overlooked15 Revisited!

Dottie

We are excited to tell you that 13 of the cats 
featured on our '15 most Overlooked Cats' 

campaign ('Overlooked 15') have now been homed!! 
So just to update you:-

NOW HOMED are...

THOMAS from Knight 
Cat & Kitten Rescue, 
Doncaster - Thomas 
(right) had been in 
rescue for over 2 years, 
so it’s a great result that 
he found a lovely home 
in time for Christmas. 
The shelter said; “Hi Cat Chat. Thomas has now gone 
to his new home. He was adopted by a lovely couple 
who saw him on Cat Chat. So pleased for him and 

thank you for all your 
help.”

FLUFFY & SPOT, from 
Cats in Need, Hinckley, 
Leicestershire - a senior 
mum & son who were 
homed as a result of 
an appeal in their local 
paper.   Cats in Need told 
us: "Their new owners are 

thrilled and can't imagine 
life without them now. It 
would seem that they are 
ruling the roost, which is 
just how it should be." 

STILL LOOKING, are...

ANGEL and MUFFETT 
We would absolutely love 
to be able to find these 

two their forever homes as they 
really have waited long enough.  
Angel is with Thanet Cat Club in 
Broadstairs, 
Kent and 
Muffett is 
with Celia 
Hammond 
Animal 
Trust 
Sanctuary, 

near Hastings, East Sussex. 

Let's make 2016 Angel and 
Muffett's year!

For more information please visit our Overlooked 15 
page: www.catchat.org/overlooked15.html

http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=105
http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=130
http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=130
http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=130
http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=130
http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=130
http://www.catchat.org/overlooked15.html
http://www.catchat.org/overlooked15.html 
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Currently over 8,000 rescued cats and kittens 

annually, find a new home via Cat Chat. Every 

purchase from our shop helps more cats out of shel-

ters and into homes. We have some great new items 

available for cat lovers this January:

Bag - Re-Uz Lifestyle Shopper 
('Happy Cats' design) - £4.49

The new innovative design Lifestyle Shopper® from 

Re-Uz has a multitude of uses and is an ideal replace-

ment for the plastic carrier bag. It’s the perfect ac-

cessory to any outfit. Compact and lightweight when 

folded, it fits perfectly in your handbag or pocket.

CarPET - Pet Hair Remover 
 (NOW available in PINK!) - £5.50

This simple, sturdy invention is the most effective 

gadget we've found for lifting pet hairs and fur from 

chairs, cushions, carpets and clothes, (it picks up the 

fur that your vacuum cleaner doesn't!). Picks up Cat 

fur, Dog hairs, Horse hairs, or just general fluff & fuzz.  

New for 2016 in the Cat Chat Shop

Choose from ORANGE or PINK - or get one of each 

(buy two and save £1.00)

Bag - Re-Uz Foldable Carrier 
(‘Parisian Cats' design) - £6.99

The lightweight, water-resistant, wipe-clean material 

allows this carrier to be used in all weathers. It's stylish 

and compact designs allows this carrier to fit neatly 

into your handbag 

or suitcase. Great 

for shopping and for 

holidays. It also has an 

inside pocket for your 

mobile phone or keys. 

When folded up, the 

pouch has a clip, which 

can be clipped to your 

handbag. 

Also available in the ‘New 

Kitty Cats' design!

Our webshop can accept all major Debit and Credit 

cards as well as PayPal.You can even pay by cheque! 

Visit the Cat Chat Web Shop here: 

www.catchat.org/shop

Thank you for your Support. Happy shopping!!

http://www.catchat.org/shop/
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A registered charity since 1981, 
the Midlands Animal Rescue Team 
(MART) was formed a decade earlier 
by local, animal caring people.
MART has a small team of cat 
fosterers based in and around 
Wolverhampton, Sedgley and Dudley. 
Although trying to help across much 
of the West Midlands, the group 
prefers to home cats reasonably close 
by. Members are however, prepared 
to travel a bit further for hard-to-home 
cats
MART relies on a small band of 
dedicated volunteers who operate 

mainly from home. The biggest 
benefit of this is in keeping running 
costs down, so all hard earned funds 
can be spent directly where needed - 
on the animals in their care. 
While space within the rescue is 
very limited – there is always a 
need for new foster homes – when 
space does become available MART 

members take in cats and kittens 
whose wellbeing is in danger. Stray, 
abandoned, sick and injured and 
mothers with babies take priority over 
owned cats The charity has a strict 
non-destruction policy.
All animals receive any veterinary 
treatment needed before re-homing. 
Adult animals are neutered before 
leaving and kittens are issued 
with neutering declarations. When 
possible, cats and kittens in care are 
fully vaccinated and chipped.
MART has just relaunched its web 
site, featuring a wealth of information 
on all aspects of the rescue charity. 
People thinking of adopting can 
read about homing guidelines and 
see pictures and information on the 
animals in care. 
The group also has a fantastic 
charity shop (new helpers are always 
welcomed) situated in Castlecroft, 
Wolverhampton, which raises the 
funds needed to be able to continue 
its work. The shop is so successful 
that it has put MART in the enviable 
position of being able to help many 
more cats and dogs. The only thing 
that is stopping it is a lack of foster 
homes.
Contact details for MART can be 
found on their Cat Chat Homing 
Page or on their website: 
www.midlandsanimalrescue.com 

Peachy is a very special little cat 
being fostered in Tipton, West 

Cat Chat Rescuers’ Corner 
Featuring Midlands Animal Rescue Team

Midlands. She came to MART 
heavily pregnant and would not have 
survived her labour had she not been 
in care at the time,as she needed a 
caesarean section. 
A day later Peachy collapsed and 
after a very worrying wait she was 
diagnosed with an enlarged heart. 

She is wonderfully friendly and 
everyone who meets her falls in love 
with her. She will happily chat and 
loves to be close to people. Sadly, the 
vets have given her a very guarded 
prognosis for her long-term future and 
despite how well she looks she is still 
a poorly little girl. MART will continue 
to fund her vet bills and will pay for 
her medications for life. To reduce 
her stress as much as possible, 
her ideal home will have no other 
pets or young children. However all 
applications will be considered. She 
would need to stay indoors or have 
restricted access to an enclosed 
garden.

To find out more about this special 
little cat, call 0121 520 5119.

Any shelters in the UK or Ireland who have cats needing 
homes, can benefit from a free Cat Chat Homing Page.
Cats added to the page will then feature on our regional-
ly-targeted 'Cats Needing Homes' section: 
www.catchat.org/shelter_centre

These are the latest rescue organisations to have a 
Cat Homing Page:

Purrs Cat Rescue - Hornchurch, Essex

Kirkby Pet Welfare - Notts
Blue Cross Foster Scheme - Grimsby Institute
Saltburn Animal Rescue Association
Blue Cross - Felixstowe Rehoming Centre
Whiskers Sanctuary
RSPCA Block Fen Animal Centre
 
Find out more on our 'Help for Shelters' page: 
www.catchat.org/shelter_help.html

Peachy

http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=131
http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/index.php?route=shelters/shelter&path=131
http://www.midlandsanimalrescue.com
http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre
http://www.catchat.org/shelter_centre/
http://www.catchat.org/shelter_help.html
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Our hearts go out to all humans and animals affected by the recent flooding in the north and west of the UK. We very much 

hope that the worst is over for you now. The RSPCA has put together lots of advice and useful information on helping pets and 

livestock throughout flooding: RSPCA Flood Advice 

That's all for this time… Toodle-pip and best wishes for 2016.

In October, we were contacted by Rugeley Cats 

Society to ask if three very special cats could be 

featured on our Overlooked Cats section, to give them 

an extra chance at finding a home.

 

The Society told us, 

"Miley came into our 

care at the end of 

September, along with 

two of her children, a girl 

called Kitty and Jerry her 

son. Both Miley and Kitty 

had numerous litters and 

were tiny. All 3 needed 

to be neutered, and it was during surgery that our vet 

realised something wasn't right with this little family. 

Blood tests were carried out and all 3 tested positive 

for Feline Infectious 

Peritonitis (FIP). There 

is no treatment and 

once cats begin to show 

signs of illness, they 

deteriorate rapidly. Miley 

and her babies are ok 

for the moment, but we 

don't know how much 

time they have left. We 

don't want to give up on them, take away the time they 

have left, just because nothing can save them. At the 

moment, they are eating and drinking well, purring and 

affectionate, even gaining weight in the time they've 

been at the shelter."

So the search for an extra special angel began...

The staff at the rescue knew that these three would 

not find a new home easily. They needed to find a very 

special person to give these beautiful souls some home 

comforts for however long they have left. The appeal 

was for an angel who had "no other animals, no young 

children, just kindness and compassion and strength.”

The fantastic news is that after adding the trio to our 

Overlooked Cats section, plus posting their appeal for 

a home onto our Feline Forum and across our social 

networks, Miley, Kitty 

and Jerry did ineed find 

their human angel, and 

will now have all the 

love they need.

A million purrs to their 

wonderful adopter!

Cat Chat Feline Forum

Cat Chat Facebook Page

Cat Chat Twitter Page

The Search for an Angel!

http://www.rspca.org.uk/adviceandwelfare/seasonal/floods
http://www.catchat.org/felineforum/
https://www.facebook.com/CatchatCharity/
https://twitter.com/catchatcharity
http://www.catchat.org/

